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What did Shinzo Abe mean to
Japan?

 
 Japan has witnessed an extraordinary

outpouring of grief and sadness for
former prime minister Shinzo Abe who
was assassinated in the city of Nara on
Friday. 

The country has seen nothing like it since
the death of Emperor Hirohito in 1989.

Abe, the country's longest serving post-
war prime minister, inspired respect
rather than love. 

In fact, opinion polls repeatedly showed
that most Japanese weren't overly fond of
him, even though they kept voting for
him.

So what is behind their grief?

It's partly driven by shock at the way he
died - 

Gunned down while delivering a speech
at a campaign event. There's an inability
to comprehend that such an outrageous
death could take place in Japan, where
gun crimes and political violence are so
rare.

But with his death, there is also a growing
realisation of what Abe gave Japan. 

First and foremost, that was stability and
security.
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Abe swept back into office with a real sense of energy, and most importantly, an
economic plan that he conveniently dubbed "Abenomics". 

He declared "Japan is back". He announced a "big bazooka" of cash that would flood the
financial markets with liquidity and force prices upwards even as interest rates were
dropped below zero.

As prices rose, and with nowhere to put their cash, people were compelled to spend,
creating growth, and pushing up wages. Did "Abenomics" work? Not really. But the
stock market soared, employment picked up and the man in the prime minister's office
appeared to know what he was doing. 

Economics was actually never Abe's strong suit. His lifelong obsession was national
security. And that's where his true legacy lies.

Before Abe returned to power in
2012, Japan had just suffered its
biggest trauma since World War
Two - a massive earthquake, tsunami
and nuclear meltdown at
Fukushima. 

The governing coalition was in
chaos. The Japanese economy had
still not recovered from its 1992 stock
market collapse, and over the
previous two decades, Japan had
seen 14 prime ministers come and
go. One of them lasted just 64 days.

Abe sought to build an alliance of what he called "like-minded democracies", including India
and Australia. He was also instrumental in the founding of the Quad, an alliance between the
US, Japan, India and Australia. 

But the key to Japan's security policy is "Article 9" - in Japan, everybody knows what you
mean when you say the words.  It's a crucial part of the constitution that makes Japan a
"pacifist nation". It was put there by the victorious Americans after World War Two, and
Japanese nationalists have been railing against it ever since. They claim it makes Japan
weak, unable to stand up for itself or defend its allies.  

In a post-Cold War world, with the threat from China and North Korea rising, Abe was
determined that Article 9 had to go.
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"The idea of the constitution was that Japan should rely on the goodwill of the world for its
security," says Kazuhiko Togo, a former senior diplomat and friend of Abe. "It's nonsense. So,
Abe wanted to get out from this fallacy," he adds.  

But how? 

Changing Japan's constitution is extremely hard. It needs a two-thirds majority in both
houses of parliament, and the support of a national referendum. Abe knew that was all but
impossible.  

So, he came up with another solution - he would pass a law "re-interpreting" the meaning of
Article 9.

To Mr Togo that was a stroke of genius.  "He changed the interpretation of Article 9, so that if
the United States is attacking in the vicinity of Japan then it's as if Japan is attacked, and that
would allow us to assert our right to collective self-defence. The implication is huge," he
explains. That is, if the United States enters a war to, let's say, defend Taiwan against a
Chinese invasion, Japan can join as well. 

Abe's critics agree that the implications are huge, but they also see them as troubling. "I
think Mr Abe's argument [about Article 9] would have been more convincing if he had the
courage and honesty to do it from the front door rather than doing everything through the
back door," says Professor Koichi Nakano, a political scientist.  "It's like Article 9 was thrown
out of the window without having even been formally discussed and formally amended."  

Even Abe's supporters admit his was an incomplete legacy.  But after Sunday's election, his
Liberal Democratic Party (LDP) may now be in a position to push through the constitutional
change he had always sought. 

The governing coalition led by LDP already had a two-thirds majority in the lower house. And
it slightly increased its majority in the upper house in polls held two days after Abe's killing.
But more importantly, a right-wing party, Ishin no Kai, has significantly upped its share of
seats in the upper house. While it's not a coalition partner, it supports constitutional revision
and would therefore vote in favour of it. That vote would cement Abe's legacy. 

In some ways, Abe was ahead of his time. Since he stepped down in 2020 for health reasons,
Russia has invaded Ukraine and China's intentions towards Taiwan have become ever
clearer. 

Japan is now concerned both at China's increasingly aggressive and frequent intrusions in to
Japanese-controlled waters around the Senkaku islands (which China also claims), and
Beijing's air and naval activity around Taiwan.  

Taiwan's northern coast is only 100km south of Japan's southernmost sea border. So Japan is
also aware of the possibility that any conflict over Taiwan would inevitably draw in the United
States - and due to the large US military bases in Japan, effect Japan directly as well. All of
this has led to a shift in Japanese public opinion - a majority of the people now support an
increase in defence spending. Perhaps it is finally time for Japan to have that honest
conversation about Article 9.
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Jennifer Lopez opens up about
how she changed her lifestyle

habits after exhaustion-
induced panic attack

 
Singer Jennifer Lopez recalled

"feeling physically paralysed" during

severe panic attacks she

experienced in her late 20s.

In the latest edition of her On the JLo

newsletter, Jennifer opened up about

she changed her lifestyle after

battling exhaustion-induced panic

attacks, reportedly. 

"There was a time in my life where I

used to sleep 3 to 5 hours a night. I'd

be on set all day and in the studio all

night and doing junkets and filming

videos on the weekends," she wrote.

"I was in my late 20s and I thought I

was invincible. Until one day, I was

sitting in a trailer, and all the work

and the stress it brought with it,

coupled with not enough sleep to

recuperate mentally, caught up with

me," she added.
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Lopez shared that she "went from feeling totally normal to thinking about what I needed to do that
day and all of a sudden I felt as if I couldn't move."

"I was completely frozen," Lopez wrote. She said she "couldn't see clearly" and the physical
symptoms "started to scare me and the fear compounded itself. Now I know it was a classic panic
attack brought on by exhaustion, but I had never even heard the term at the time," she added.

Jennifer revealed that she questioned her sanity until a health professional explained that she
needed to take a closer look at her lifestyle.

"My security guard on set came in and picked me up and drove me to the doctor. By the time I
got there, I could at least speak again and I was so terrified I thought I was losing my mind,"
Lopez recounted. "I asked the doctor if I was going crazy. He said, 'No, you're not crazy. You
need sleep ... get 7 to 9 hours of sleep per night, don't drink caffeine, and make sure you get your
workouts in if you're going to do this much work.'"

Jennifer explained that she "let my own self-care needs go completely" as she prioritized work
during a time in her life that yielded the dawn of her lifestyle empire, her debut studio album On
the 6 and a budding film career that included her Golden Globe-nominated performance in
Selena, as well as her first marriage.

"I realized how serious the consequences could be of ignoring what my body and mind needed to
be healthy -- and that's where my journey to wellness began," Jennifer emphasised.

9



SANJIV MEHTA 
APPOINTED AS PRESIDENT

COMMISSIONER OF UNILEVER
INDONESIA
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Sanjiv Mehta, MD and CEO of Hindustan Unilever, has been appointed
president commissioner (non-executive chairman) of PT Unilever Indonesia
Tbk (Unilever Indonesia)

It is a public company and a member of the Unilever group. The
appointment is subject to approval from shareholders at Unilever
Indonesia’s extraordinary general meeting on July 28.

Mehta will join the company’s board of commissioners and chair it in a non-
executive capacity, the company said in a statement.

Mehta will continue his role at Hindustan Unilever and as president, Unilever
South Asia. He is also a member of the Unilever Leadership Executive.

The board of commissioners of Unilever Indonesia is responsible for
overseeing the policy and the implementation of the corporate governance
agenda of the company, and providing advice to the board of directors in
managing the company.

Established in 1933, Unilever Indonesia had a turnover of $ 2.7 billion in
2021.
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RIHANNA
America’s youngest self-

made billionaire woman
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In March, Bloomberg reported Savage X Fenty lingerie was working with advisors on an IPO that could potentially
be valued at $3 billion. Rihanna owns 30% of that company. She also owns half of Fenty Beauty, which generated
$550 million in revenue in 2020. The other half of the company is owned by French luxury fashion conglomerate
LVMH.

The numbers are impressive, but Rihanna has said that her focus isn’t on valuations and accolades. In 2019, she
told The New York Times’ T Magazine that because she never planned on making a fortune, reaching financial
milestones was “not going to stop me from working.” 

The nine-time Grammy Award winner also said she wants to give that money away to causes that matter, anyway.
“My money is not for me; it’s always the thought that I can help someone else,” she said. “The world can really
make you believe that the wrong things are priority, and it makes you really miss the core of life, what it means to
be alive.”  In 2012, Rihanna started a philanthropy fund, the Clara Lionel Foundation (CLF). It aims to “support and
fund groundbreaking education and climate resilience initiatives,” according to its website. 

One of its first initiatives, which launched a year after the foundation began, raised $60 million for women and
children affected by HIV/AIDS through sales from the singer’s lipstick line with MAC Cosmetics. And in January, CLF
paired up with Twitter co-founder Jack Dorsey’s #SmartSmall initiative to donate a combined $15 million to 18
different climate justice groups.

That money is meant for organizations “focused on and led by women, youth, Black, Indigenous, people of color
and LGBTQIA+ communities” in the U.S. and Caribbean, according to CLF’s website. “At the [CLF], much of the work
is rooted in the understanding that climate disasters, which are growing in frequency and intensity, do not impact
all communities equally, with communities of color and island nations facing the brunt of climate change,” Rihanna
said in a January statement. 

The next-youngest billionaire on Forbes’ list is 41-year-old Kim Kardashian, who has a net worth of $1.8 billion.
Kardashian and her sister Kylie Jenner – who, at age 24, is the youngest non-billionaire on the list, with a net worth
of $600 million – have also found success in both entertainment and retail, including their respective makeup lines.

RIHANNA IS NOW WORTH $1.4 BILLION–MAKING HER
AMERICA’S YOUNGEST SELF-MADE BILLIONAIRE WOMAN

 

The youngest self-made billionaire woman in the U.S. didn’t
grow up in a Manhattan high rise or the Hollywood Hills.
Instead, Rihanna amassed her fortune from her own music and
entrepreneurial ventures. 

Recently, the 34-year-old singer and Fenty Beauty CEO graced
Forbes’ annual list of America’s richest self-made women for
the third year in a row. She ranked 21st overall, and is the list’s
only billionaire under age 40. Some of Rihanna’s $1.4 billion net
worth is from her successful music career. Most of it is from
her three retail companies: Fenty Beauty, Fenty Skin and
Savage X Fenty.  
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India Business Summit – 2022 Winners List:  

BANC (RFP Technologies Pvt. Ltd.); Dr Milind
Sampgaonkar ; Dr Mustafa Attarwala
ZedPay Fintech Finance Solutions Pvt Ltd; Zoya Siraj
Sheikh
Protean eGov Technologies Ltd. (formerly, NSDL e-
Governance Infrastructure Limited)
Adi Tribal Foundation, New Delhi; Aditi NC; Akash Nale ;
Antia Interiors pvt. Ltd.; B Geetanjali 
BELEEFY; Bigbull Dealt India P Ltd; Chai Kulhad Club;
Cognitrex Consultants Pvt Ltd
Cognosmed Laboratories Pvt. Ltd.; Daraganj Gramodyog
Vikas Sansthan Allahabad; Dr Sanjay Ramdas Thorat ; Dr.
Deepak Monga ; Dr. Suvrashis Sarkar ; Elecorev Ramway
India Pvt ltd
Enlighten India; Hari Shankar Rathore; Heylin Spark; Hotel
Tropical Roots; Instashield India Pvt Ltd
Jagtap Enterprises - Franchise and Business Consultant;
JNB Fitness; Khalid Wani
Ms Nilima Rani Patro ; Mukka Obul Reddy ; Muviereck
Technologies Private Ltd ; Niti Singhal ; Nitin S.Patil ; OZU
Logistics Marketplace Private Limited ; Pallavi Goorha
Kashyup ; Prazinos India ; Priya Yabaluri ; Raksh Mine
Chem Private Limited ; Ranjeet Prasad ; Rohit Giri ;
Roopayur ; SHDNL Bankasi Ltd ; Shibani Bisal ; Stubborn
Media ; Sunshine Healing Academy ; Trawel Mart World
Tours Private Limited ; ukmarket.in ; Wow Factor
MediCosmetic Skin & Laser Centre Pvt.Ltd ; Kartik
Khandelwal
Rakshita Mehta; Kill café; Manju Driving School;
Technokarz Automotive Private Limited; Psychiatric
Hospital Govt. Medical College Jammu; Omex Healthcare;
Spacecorp Home; Ravian Life Science Pvt Ltd.; K R
Multispecialty Dental Care; Svaapa International Spa;
Sangeeta Singh Deo; Technofy Connect Pvt Ltd; Chinee
Sikha Dutta; Chandan Biswal; Sujit Sarangi; D K
Motorsport - Automotive Specialist

Additionally, Pritam Agrawal, Founder and Director, Hello
Kids and Riverstone Schools; Monika Jain, Founder, Image
Planet; and Amit Jain, Founder, Global Triumph
Foundation thanked the winners for their contribution.  

Sponsors for the event included — Brainwonders , Hello
kids, School Consultant India, Little Fingers, Little Woods ,
Life Educare , Krakki , WNA Events .

To know more, visit - www.globaltriumphfoundation.com
and www.imageplanet.co.in

India Business Summit 2022 -
Leadership Next: Defying Gravity

Global Triumph Foundation & Image Planet had organized
India Business Summit 2022 event held at Holiday Inn,
Mumbai on 25th June 2022. India Business Summit - 2022 is
India’s most prestigious honor that recognizes and celebrates
the BEST Small to Big-Sized Business Brands, Visionaries,
Entrepreneur and Leaders. It is an excellent platform to
network, gain practical and valuable information about
business outlook and trends. It will consist of a series of
interactive panels, talk series, and one-to-one speed business
coaching sessions.  

Eminent guests and speakers that graced the event included
— Dr. P.K. Rajput, Sr. Vice President, Cadila
Pharmaceuticals, India; Dr. Abhishek Pandey -Director,
Charles Walters Council for Innovation & Research; Mr.
Manish Naidu- Founder & Director of Brainwonders.
 
Pritam Kumar Agrawal- Founder & Director- Hellokids Chain
of Preschools & Riverstone School Vice President, Early
Childhood Association, had enlightened on the topic “Art of
Franchising: Branding”; Dr. Suvrashis Sarkar, Marketing
Professional, Management Trainer, Researcher, Author,
Marketing Mentor shared his insights on topic “Being A
Sustainable Leader”.  

National Launch of the Protean Career Test powered by
Brainwonders.
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INDIA EDUCATION
SUMMIT –  2022

 I n n o v a t i o n  i n  E d u c a t i o n

Global Triumph Foundation & Image Planet had conducted India Education Summit - 2022 is an
initiative by Global Triumph Foundation & Image Planet that recognizes and acknowledges invincible

potential of educationist globally. The main purpose of the conclave is to focus on the academic sector,
challenges and opportunities in the respective field. The Award recognizes professional contributions

and academic achievement of an individual/organization in the area of education. The Awards will
focus on the education sector and the challenges and opportunities in this field: Key thematic areas will
include higher education, school education, Educational start- ups, Early Education Sector, vocational
and skill training and open and distance learning. It highlights & recognizes the quality and diversity of

the educational establishments across India who have achieved excellence by their significant
contributions towards the education sector.
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Eminent guest and speakers present at the event were
— Dr. Swaroop Sampat Rawal, Actor, Author, Life Skills
Educator, Researcher National Focus Group Member
for National Curriculum Framework. She gave her vision
on importance of life skills in education. Francis Joseph-
Co-Founder- School Leaders Network Foundation, Co-
Ordinator, Maharashtra State International Curriculum
Committee, Maharashtra School Education Minister's
Office for Non-State Education Boards. Advisor-BMC's
Mumbai Public Schools & Reform Committee. He
throws a light on The Future of Hybrid Learning in India.
Manish Naidu- Founder & Director of Brainwonders, Mr
Simon Jacob – CEO & Co-Founder, xQ Video Creators
Academy. Dr. Reeta Sonawat- Director Ampersand
Group, Former Dean, Prof. & Head Department of
Human Development, SNDTWU, Mumbai, spoke on
The Need of An Hour i.e. “Lockdown-Boon or Bane in
Children Empowerment”. The panel discussion was
highlighted on the topic of “Cognitive Development
Advantages?” , chaired by Pritam Kumar Agrawal-
Founder & Director- Hellokids Chain of Preschools &
Riverstone School , Vice President, Early Childhood
Association , including the panel members Manish
Naidu- Founder & Director of Brainwonders , Mr.
Samaresh Shah- Founder-Young CEO program ,White
Canvas India, Dr. Reeta Sonawat- Director Ampersand
Group, Former Dean, Prof. & Head Department of
Human Development, SNDTWU, Mumbai. Mrs. Vinaya
Sawant – Principal Indira Priyadarshini School.

 Winner’s List India Education Summit – 2022 : 

C P Goenka International School in collaboration with The
Juhu Parle Education Society; Cute Smilez Pre-School
and Daycare ; Dr. Madhumati ; Hellokids Future ; Mrs.
Divya Puri;Shailesh Kharbhan Singh; Williez Preschool ;
Parle Tilak Vidyalaya ; Little Giggles Preschool ; Alpesh
Moharir ; Ankita Sharma ; Billabong High International
School- Santacruz ; Bringle Excellence Uk & India ;
Damara International ; Doon Blossom Academy;Dr
V.J.Nagesh;Dr. Bhavana Ayachit;Dr. Mahantesh Bharathi  

Dr. Surya Chundi ; Dr. Suvrashis Sarkar;Dr.Ms Vashisht ;
Drona Bachpan Public School ; Euro Academy School ,
Bhilwara ; Evara Kids;Galaxy Kids School ; GCC
International School;Greenlawns High School, Warden
Road ; Helios International School ; Hello Kids Bellflower
Preschool ; Hello Kids Bluebells ; Hello Kids Snowdrops ;
Hello Kids Star ; Hello Kids Tinyland ; Hello Kids Dolphins;
Himageeth Pre School ; Himanshu Jain ; Jain Group Of
Institutions ; Karan Chawla; Krayon Kids Nursery
Celebrate Learning ; Manjit Kaur ; Master's Academy ; Mr.
Aditya Sharma ; Mrs. Dimple Mehta ; Mrs. Vinaya Sawant
; Mrs. Farheen Harun Shaikh ; Ms Caroline Vaz ; Mufti
Basharat Hussain Saqafi ; Nahar International School ;
Nimokshaa Preschool; Parvarish Pre School; Podar
International School (Cambridge International) ; Kalyan
Prestige International School ; Professor Dr Borelli John
Robert ; Sagar Vidya Niketan, Ratibad , Bhopal ; Samara
Rajev Jagwanee ; Shape India ; Shubham Mahajan ; Sri
Lakshmi High School ; SSGS Preschool ; Thakur School
Of Global Education ; The Leap Kidz Preschool ; Valuable
Edutainment Pvt. Ltd. ; Vriksham Montessori House Of
Children ; Wonder World Pre-School, Sairamnagar ;
Yashroop Ji ; Hellokids Campus Preschool ; Butterrfly : xQ
Video Creators' Academy Dr. Sandip Gun; Nisha ; Arpita
Anand ; Primeiro , Podar Jumbo Kids , Frazer Town 

Amit Jain, Founder of Global Triumph Foundation, Monika
Jain, Founder of Image Planet and Pritam Agrawal,
Founder and Director Hello Kids and Riverstone Schools
thanked the notable people at the end of the ceremony. 

Sponsors for the event included — Brainwonders, Hello
kids, School Consultant India, Little Fingers, Little Woods,
Life Educare , Krakki , WNA Events . 

To know more, visit - www.globaltriumphfoundation.com
and www.imageplanet.co.in.
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Global Icon Awards 2022 by World Association of Small & Medium Enterprises
(WASME) is an initiative to honor people and organisations for their outstanding
achievements and contributions. WASME is one of the leading international non-
governmental organizations engaged in the promotion of Small and Medium
organizations worldwide since its inception in 1980. It is the global voice of SMEs.
Through multidimensional activities like Policy Advocacy, Information Dissemination,
Events & Training, Conferences & Seminars, Publication & Research, and Network
linkages, the WASME team assists in creating the best, integrated, innovative and
sustainable working frameworks for SMEs. 

The Global Icon Awards 2022 covers fields such as Real Estate, Health Care, E-
commerce, FMCG, Start-Ups, NGOs, Designs, Talent, Entertainment, Fashion,
Jewellery, Taxation, Hospitality and the Service Industry, and much more. Encouraging
innovative thinking of businesses and startups, the platform recognises true leaders
and fuels momentum for their progress.

It was a difficult call for the jury members to shortlist the winners as all the nominees
had a successful track record in their respective fields. However, factors such as
qualifications, achievements, USP of the products/services, and impact on society
helped the respected jury members to finalize the winners. An in-depth survey was also
conducted to arrive at the winners of the Global Icon Awards 2022 in their respective
categories.
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Ankit Jaitly, who is an SEO Specialist and Entrepreneur, started his
company 365Digital in 2014. He is also an expert in marketing and has
over 10 years of experience in the field providing SEO consultancy to
some of the fortune 100 companies.  

365Digital is a leading SEO company with reputed clients across the
globe. Recognized as one of the most successful SEO companies to
drive traffic.

ANKIT JAITLY

Founder, 365Digital

Bijna has featured in five books and worked across the World; encouraging economic
empowerment through her work across verticals of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion across
the intersection of Financial Services and Technology.
 
Bijna has received global appreciation including Global Icon (2022), Pride of India (2022),
appointment as a Member of the Most Excellent Order of the British Empire (2020) by
Her Majesty, The Queen, and an Honorary Doctorate from De Montfort University
(2018).
 
Bijna is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce (FRSA), and
an alumnus of Oriel College, University of Oxford and De Montfort University.

DR BIJNA KOTAK DASANI MBE, FRSA
 

Executive Director  & Advisory
Board Member, Multiple global

boards / funds 
 
 

With 14 years of experience in the investment banking and lending industry
in the US and European markets working at global banks including Goldman
Sachs, Jefferies, and PNC, Nikhil launched Lorien Finance after identifying
the struggles of immigrant students in securing and repaying a student loan
for study abroad purposes.

Lorien Finance offers education loans to Indian students at interest rates as
low as 8.5 percent, so they do not have to carry the burden of high monthly
payments. Furthermore, it does not require any collateral and does not
impose forex conversion fees, prepayment penalties, or hidden charges.

 NIKHIL MUDGAL
Founder & CEO,
Lorien Finance

 
 
 

Dr. Bharat D. Vasani is PH.D. in Taxation and Law Graduate practicing Taxation Laws since
1986. He is the Founder of B D Vasani & Co. headquartered in Mumbai, Maharashtra catering
numerous clients based in India and abroad. 

Dr Bharat Vasani is an Eminent Speaker on the subject of Income Tax Laws delivering lectures
and webinars at numerous Conferences, CA Study Circles, Schools in India as well as abroad
like Singapore, China, and Switzerland and he’s been presenting Paper on Union Budget in
association with prominent institutions since 25 years.

Dr Bharat Vasani is empanelled by the Income Tax Department for Training and Imparting
Knowledge to Trainee Income Tax Officers. He also conducts tax awareness sessions for school
kids in association with the senior Income Tax Officers.

DR. BHARAT D. VASANI
Founder, B D Vasani & Co.
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Anuraag Singh is a digital technology industry veteran who has worked with major
investigation agencies like CBI (Central Bureau of investigation), Enforcement
Directorate, Narcotics Bureau, Police agencies, various departments under Finance
Ministry like Revenue Intelligence, Income Tax, GST Intelligence and various other
law enforcement and corporates in terms of digital forensics investigations, cyber
security services and trainings. Data recovery and digital forensics are his main
areas of expertise. He is the founder, director of SysTools Software
(www.systoolsgroup.com), a complete Digital Technology company with 250+ world
class data care software applications in its resource hub. He's an expert
programmer and coder. India's first indigenous digital forensics email investigation
software – MailXaminer is his brain child. 

ANURAAG SINGH
Founder & Director,

 SysToolsSoftware Pvt. Ltd.
 

Chahat Aggarwal truly embodies what it means to be a jack of all trades. A shortfilm
writer, author, designer, management consultant and now a 2x founder. Fueled by
her problem-solving abilities and desire to make an impact she happened to found
her A.I. driven strategy consultancy Impact Study Biz, exclusively focussed on
creating a level playing field for startups, and propelled by a similar vision has now
dived into another venture Carebyte in the health tech space. With experience in
diverse fields, from pursuing education in art and design to becoming a management
strategist, Chahat is now using her expertise to help other start-ups grow. She has a
keen interest in human psychology, world history, and adventure sports. She
inaugurated Impact Study Biz, an amalgamation of Brand and Business strategy, to
help start-ups with time and budget-friendly cohesive strategy with execution tools.

CHAHAT AGGARWAL
Founder and Ceo, Impact

Study Biz

DESIGN YOUR NEST

Dermosphere is a Delhi-based dermatological clinic that offers personalized solutions to every skin,
hair, nail, and face-related issues utilizing the advanced and latest technology. Dermosphere was
co-founded by two dynamic and young dermatologists, Dr. Deepak Jakhar and Dr. Ishmeet Kaur, to
bring a new paradigm for skin, hair, and nail treatment through its expert dermatologists. 

A postgraduate in dermatology, Dr. Deepak Jakhar is considered among the most successful young
dermatologists who has received many awards from national and international societies and at
conferences across the globe.

Dr. Ishmeet Kaur, known for her academic research work has various scholarships to her credit like
the World Congress of Dermatology scholarship 2019, European Academy of Dermatology
scholarship 2021 American Academy of Dermatology Scholarship 2022 and IADVL scholarship
2019.

DERMOSPHERE CLINIC

Design Your Nest is an architectural and interior design firm. Our goal is to bridge
the gap between Pure design and the Contingencies of construction exposed to new
and innovative material sensitive to customer requirements. We provide a lifetime
warranty to our customers, to stay connected with them forever. Customers need
not go out for anything related to Interiors. Instead of creating an Experience
Centre, we have created an Exhibition Centre. Where Customers can come and see
our process of creating their Dream Home. Ideas such as DIY, Samples of Plywood
and other Materials, and Machines on which we work. As Company we take any
project not as the project – as emotion and feeling which the client is sharing with
us. We believe building the Home is one of the greatest feelings and make their
journey to build a beautiful home and reflect their personality.
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Dr. Khizer Ahmed, a technology Specialist, a certified Microsoft professional
developer, the most influential entrepreneur in India, and the founder and director
of Digifinite Solutions, Bangalore, India. He is a self-driven and motivated
personality keen to experiment with new technologies for a better user experience.
He is both driven and self-motivated, and he is constantly experimenting with new
technologies and techniques. Dr. Khizer is a keen and passionate entrepreneur
who aims to develop society on the whole, technically. He is very passionate about
Web Development and strives to better himself as an entrepreneur and develop
the community as a whole. Since 2015, he has collaborated with responsive and
experimental design integrations with several responsive techniques and tools.

DR. KHIZER AHMED
Founder & Director,
Digifinite Solutions

 

Iman Zaidi is a very well known name in the bridal makeup industry. Her
phenomenal art of beautifying brides has captured the attention of young women
throughout India and Abroad. Wedding wish lists are incomplete without ‘bridal
makeup by Iman Zaidi’. She is not only admired by brides but also by many
makeup enthusiasts. She is regarded as a great influence and inspiration by
budding makeup artists. She has worked with more than 1000 brides from
different cultures throughout India. She has worked globally and has impressed
many international artists as well. She is very much loved by her clients for her
humble nature and empathic approach. She is also regarded as The Artistic Jewel
of India. 

MS. IMAN ZAIDI

KALLOL GHOSH

The founder-CEO of Khalid Wani Consulting Group, Wani has a vivid experience of 16 years.
Now the revelation: he’s only 36. Presently, you may find him shuttling between calls and
meetings at his Delhi office as he advises A-list politicians, actors, and sportspeople, including
race car driving champion Gaurav Gill, in fields ranging from marketing strategy to policy
formulation to trend forecasting. The company flourished even during the pandemic when
other businesses were struggling to survive. And while his company may be just relatively new,
his zeal isn’t newfound. Music Matters (MM, established 2007), the company credited for
fostering the culture of live concerts at college festivals in the Indian subcontinent, was his
first venture that soon grew popular enough to expand to Europe. Post this, he founded two
more successful businesses (electric vehicles and food trucks), each with a distinct first-mover
advantage. Then he finally realized his true calling: consulting and strategizing, which led to
the birth of KWCG. 

KHALID WANI
Founder & Director, KWCG

c/o Wani Industries PVT LTD 

Anandaghar tells the story of some HIV Positive teenagers who
refused to give up, dared to dream & gave birth to “Café Positive” –
Asia’s first Café run only by HIV Positive People under the mentor ship
of Senior Ashoka Fellow & Child Rights Activist , Mr. Kallol Ghosh,
Founder& Director, OFFER, a Kolkata based non – profit
organisation. It’s a dream shaped to reality when some like – minded
people came together to create a platform of hope, positivity and
fellowship. Founder & Director, Oragnisation

For Friends Energies & Resources
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His audience describes him as primarily an entertainer and storyteller. In his 13
years of experience, Satish Talekar has hosted over 5000 events. Anchoring is his
passion and has anchored everything from corporate events to baby showers. For
him, holding that microphone in his hand is all about serving others, and he is very
passionate about it. It's a gift, he believes, to be able to touch people's lives; he
wants to wake up every day and live his life like Maniac, as they refer to him. He
says, “Our work as an artists and creators is constantly evolving. We are not
content to remain static, so we explore and experiment. I believe we go through
developmental cycles similar to human development stages. I too has evolved as a
performer.”

ANCHOR SATISH
TALEKAR

 
 

Smile for all is an independent, non-Profit organisation that works to provide education to
underprivileged students. The subscription service works in the same way as Netflix,
Amazon, or Hotstar do. People who want to support children's education can join up for a
monthly subscription starting at Rs. 500. The money is spent effectively on the teaching of
the children. The subscriber gets a certificate that includes information on the student
who will benefit from the funds. The subscription receives a monthly current performance
appraisal report on the student. It contains academic reports, attendance records, and
other information. The subscriber can make a phone call or visit with the student in
person. SFA is one of the most transparent & accountable organisations across the globe.
The target is to get 1 million happiness subscribers who can support one million kids'
education across the globe. 

SMILE FOR ALL

TECHNOFY CONNECT
PVT LTD

 

The Pet Point was founded in 2003 with a vision to provide utmost pet
care that includes products and services under one roof only. We are a
growing chain of 6 pet stores in Delhi. Our D2C store
www.thepetpoint.store has been recently set up and has seen
immediate acceptance from pet parents all across the country. The
vision of the brand is to increase our retail footprints PAN india that
will include providing both products and services to the pet parent. We
have always believed that having a pet is not a luxury, it's a privilege.THE PET POINT

M/s Technofy Connect Pvt incorporated in the year 2022 offers total solutions to its
customers be it voice (wire/wireless), video, access control, consumer electronic products,
cabling, security system-applications or networking (wired & wireless), or end-to-end
solutions. Technofy Connect is engaged in Consulting, Designing, Implementing and
Integrating solutions to its valued customers. Offering Value-added services has been their
forte so as to ensure that Organizations fulfill their strategies by optimizing their transition
into an electronically enabled business. The Company is offering CCTV & Telecom Services,
Cables, Consumer Electronic Products, Network Products, Face Recognition,Time
Attendance & Access Control.  The Company is ISO 9001:2015 Certified. The Company has
received Certificate of Recognisation from Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal
Trade, Ministry of Commerce and Industry. The Company is Udyam Registered under
Ministry of Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises.
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Digital Aptech Pvt. Ltd. established in 2013 is a global professional
service company with the best developers and IT solution providers
who have a strong foothold of seasoned skills, creative ideas, and the
ability to deliver services with utmost perfection. DAPL has won
multiple recognition to add to our hat like the CMMI Level 3
Accredited, CII Award for customer obsession, INDIA 5000 best
MSME Award, etc.  Located in India they offer strategy, consulting,
development, technology, and operations service to the US, UK, and
Australia.

MR RAJIV GHOSH
 

Vivek Baid is a first generation industrialist. His outfit, Varima Fashions Pvt Ltd is
a manufacturing house of ethnic wear. This apart, he is also a known social
worker and rights activist. His core domain remains working for the upliftment of
the differently abled; the blind. Baid has an active contribution towards social
entrepreneurship aimed at the holistic growth of his industry too; revival of
artisans alongside the traders, agents and manufacturers of garments alike. In his
spare time, he is seen to be a doting father apart from being a singer and an
aspiring writer. He believes in sharpening the saw each year and his recently
acquired degree of LLB has effectively added towards the same.

VIVEK BAID

ANURAJ ANTIL
 

Prasenjit Paul is SEBI registered equity analyst & best-selling
author. 

With decade-long experience in active equity investing he is
famous for being unearthed several multibagger stocks in early
stages like Chemcrux Enterprises, Lancer Container, Caplin Point
Lab etc those generated 10-30 times return.

PRASENJIT PAUL

Paving the way for the modern developers, Kronus Infratech is one
of the fastest-growing organizations in its vertical. Established in
2014, Kronus Infratech deals in Irrigation contracts, residential and
commercial construction, mining of sandstone and granite. With 40
employees working, the company has 12 completed projects and 6
ongoing projects. The organization is rapidly growing as they have
registered a turnover of 25 crore INR.

Managing Director, Varima
Fashions Pvt Ltd

 

Founder and CEO,
Confrenzia

 

Director, Paul Asset
Consultant Pvt. Ltd

MD & CEO, Digital Aptech
Pvt. Ltd.
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#EatPracticeLove. Life is as simple as that, really! Eating wholesome, high prāna and
conscious food nourishes the body. Practicing with discipline and immersion,  that which is
Yoga , that which is meditation to you,  sustains Body and Breath. And Love! Love is the
Lifebreath of The Soul! ", says Mansi Bajaj ~ Founder & CEO,  at Mumbai's Signature Yoga
Haven,  THE YOGA HOUSE.  The Yoga House dwells in a quaint, three storied abode,
nestled amongst trees, in a peaceful neighbourhood of Bandra. A popular destination
amongst Yoga Practitioners in the city and Yogis from around the globe,  it also hosts a
charming Rooftop Café meandering over several mezzanine levels of cosy niches and
seating options. Long before "eating plant based,  whole,  organic,  local,  vegan or healthy"
became trends,  The Yoga House birthed as a wellness Space to promote exactly these
Conscious Lifestyles amongst patrons. 

MANSI BAJAJ
 

Dr. Ahmed Haque is an award-winning philanthropist, social activist, thought leader, political
analyst, cyber analyst and entrepreneur based out of Mumbai, India. His initiatives like the
Just World Order Federation and active contribution towards several social causes has
earned him the membership of WHRPA, UN, WHO. Dr. Ahmed’s significant contribution
towards world peace, health and many other noble causes is recognized by some of the most
respected institutions across the globe and he has also received an Honorary Doctorate
(Honoris Causa) by the American University (AUGP). He also holds some of the most
prominent awards and positions like International Ambassador For Peace – UN and General
Secretary Of World Peace And Harmony. Dr. Ahmed is also a successful entrepreneur and
chairs SH International - A reputed import-export firm known for its finest quality Spices,
Carpets, Pharma Products, Marble and Garments across the Middle East and South Africa.

DR. AHMED HAQUE

GRAND VIVANTA
VACATIONS PVT. LTD,

 

Sukhdeep Singh Aasht, A SEBI Approved Financial Advisor and an Alum of IIM Kozhikode has
25 years of working experience in various leadership roles in Blue Chip organizations across
Geographies. He is author of the Financial Literacy Books which is translated in eight
languages. As Financial Literacy is very low in India & as a Banker with two decades of
experience he loves to spread message of Financial Literacy through Complimentary Financial
Literacy Workshops. He is the founder of CFIL.in Centre For Financial Informatics and
Literacy in 2016.  He is a passionate Runner, a Triathlete, Ironman 70.3, and Marathoner
(Sub4) and founder of many Fit groups and loves to spread the message of Good Health
through his numerous initiatives on Fitness, Awareness Runs including first of its kind Global
Inclusivity Initiative of Visually Impaired Runners for Glaucoma Awareness covering 170
countries. The first two phases are conducted already wef April. Glaucoma is one of the
largest causes of Blindness Globally and early detection stops blindness. His Initiative received
Global coverage.

SUKHDEEP SINGH AASHT

Grand Vivanta Vacations Pvt. Ltd, headquartered in New Delhi, is the fastest growing
and the Best Emerging Luxury Resort & Hotel Management Company. It currently
operates one resort each in Jim Corbett and Goa. Grand Vivanta is coming up with nine
new Properties by March 2023. Upcoming locations are Shimla, Chandigarh, New Delhi,
Kolkata, Hyderabad, Bengaluru, Coorg, Chennai, and Panchgani. The next phase would
include Leh, Manali, Amritsar, Nainital, Ranikhet, Agra, Gangtok, Shillong, Puri,
Visakhapatnam, Yercaud, Pondicherry, Kovalam, Alleppey, Munnar, Ooty, Kodaikanal,
South Goa, Udaipur, Jaipur, Ranthambhore, and Bandhavgarh. Grand Vivanta aims to
become the biggest Chain of Hotels & Resorts in India with a target of 100 Properties by
March 2026. Grand Vivanta is on acceleration mode. With the focus on the customers at
its core, Grand Vivanta is here to redefine the way India holidays.

Founder, SH International
Group 

 

Founder & CEO, The Yoga
House

 

CEO & Founder, CFIL- Centre For
Financial Informatics and Literacy
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Dr Megha Sharma is the Managing Partner of Vempowerall – India’s unique
networking platform wherein they connect start-ups to service providers and also
empower them to groom themselves through various workshops and speaker’s
session. Vempowerall currently has more than 1500 plus members across the
globe and it is expanding more and more. 

She is also the Managing Director & CEO of Toogle Travel Private Limited, a
travel-networking platform. She was recently awarded & recognised by the
Governor of Maharashtra – Shri Bhagat Singh Koshyari at Raj Bhavan, Mumbai for
Maharashtra Bal Stamb Award – Most Innovative Travel & Tourism Company.

DR. MEGHA SHARMA

Dr Nishant S Mehta has a unique educational background of possessing a bachelors and
Master’s degree in Law, while also being a Chartered Accountant & MBA, He is also a Serial
Entrepreneur and Mentor and International Partner for India at World Business Angel
Investment Forum. 

He has been honored and awarded Certificate of Appreciation by India Book of Records to be
the only person in India to have the combination of CA, LLM and MBA in India.

He was recently awarded & recognised by the Governor of Maharashtra – Shri Bhagat Singh
Koshyari at Raj Bhavan, Mumbai for Maharashtra Bal Stamb Award – Leading Fintech &
Banking Auditor.

DR. NISHANT S MEHTA 

SHREYANSH ROHATGI

A marketing professional of 22 years of experience, a CEO who left her job 
 to pursue her food tech start up Nanighar. Its a platform that engages mom-
chefs to deliver home-cooked food to customers. The service engages
women home cooks in two ways: via Nanighar and via Nanikhazana. In
Nanighar, a Mom Chef gets to fulfil food orders from her kitchen, selling her
signature dishes on the platform. Nanikhazana is a cloud-kitchen models that
engages Mom Chefs as mentors or kitchen leads. The purpose of our
platform is to empower homemakers by turning their culinary skills into
means of gaining financial freedom.

DEBJANI MUKHERJEE

Digital agency founder with a demonstrated history of working in the
marketing and advertising industry. Skilled in people management, growth
marketing, organic digital growth, performance marketing, and improving user
experience. Strong business development professional with a PGDM in
Integrated Marketing Communication focused in Communication and Digital
Media Studies from St. Xavier's College, Kolkata. Founded Marko & Brando in
2014 and since then have been supporting brands to establish a strong
foothold in the digital space. Since 2014, Marko & Brando has delivered over
800 projects in web and digital.

Founder, Nishant S Mehta &
Company 

 

Founder & Managing Director, Toogle
Services, Travel Krafterz and V

Empower All
 

Founder and Director, Nanighar-
Empowering India

Founder & CEO, Marko &
Brando
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MBBS, DNB Ortho, FIJR, FASM (ISAKOS), FHAA (Spain), FSS (Australia)
Senior Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon, Head of Arthroscopy & Sports
Medicine, Rela Institute & Medical Centre, Chennai   
Reviewer - European Journal of Orthopaedics & Traumatology, Reviewer -
Indian Journal of Orthopaedics 
Also, A Certified National Arthroscopy Faculty 
His Moto: Fitness defines a human. Injury free life is God’s gift 
Specialised in Arthroscopy & Sports Medicine, Joint Replacement,Stem Cell
Therapy, Trauma Fixation, Spine care DR RUFUS VASANTH

RAJ

MD (General Medicine), DM (Medical Gastroenterology), PDF (Transplant
Hepatology) 
Lead Consultant Hepatologist, Kauvery Hospitals, Chennai
Chairman - Of Liver Diseases District Rotary  
Chair -Rotodoc,Rotary club of Madras Mount 
Health Director for community services, Rotary club of Madras mount 
Also, A Certified Energy healer, Passionate about singing , interior design and also
Motivational speaker
Her Moto: A Healthy liver for a Healthy You
Specialised in Fatty liver disease, Jaundice, Cirrhosis ,Liver cancer, Hepatitis B and
Hepatitis C - (Eradication)

DR KAVYA DENDUKURI

THE SCORE MAGAZINE 

Score Digitally is a full service digital agency that works towards managing all
aspects of your online presence no matter the size and scope of your
business. Specializing in designing and executing strategies, our firm is driven
towards achieving substantial results for your business’ online presence. We
manage your brand, so you can manage your business. Our understanding of
the intricacies in building an online presence coupled with over a decade of
experience and networks in the music industry through The Score Magazine,
will help you explore new avenues and substantially grow your presence
online in ways best suited to you and inherently, grow your business.SCORE DIGITALLY

The Score Magazine in India’s only indigenous music magazine that is not bound by
genres; rather its coverage extends to everything from music tech to as many genres as
possible from all over the world. The magazine hosts an impressive and diverse
catalogue of collaborations from Bryan Adams and Dream Theater to industry giants
like A.R. Rahman and Anoushka Shankar on the cover pages. The magazine has grown
their outreach dramatically and worked with massive music tech brands like Harman,
Yamaha and Bose to name a few. The magazine consistently covers multiple aspects
with their segments like ‘Indie Reviews’, ‘Score Indie Quickie’, ‘Quirks and Queries’,
‘Score Indian Classical’ to name a few. They are best known for their coverage of
everything music and is one of the most recognised music publications in the country.
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Mr.Rajul Raghuvanshi is the founder of RRR Media Group,
specializing in creating tailored digital marketing strategies for
business owners around the globe. Raghuvanshi's dedicated business
ethic to provide only the best to his clients has led him to serve over
60 agencies using his exemplary marketing skills. However, RRR
Media group a true success is its ability to collaborate with various
other digital marketing agencies. Together they aim to eliminate
competition and provide a nurturing ground for growth instead.

MR.RAJUL RAGHUVANSHI 
 

DR. JAHNVI UPADHYAY
 

Bapat Multispecialty Hospital is a State of the art lab bedded, multi-specialty hospital that provides various
services under one roof. Situated in the city of Pune, the hospital has a well-equipped Intensive care unit and
a hub for various other services. Their aim is to provide better health care solutions at an affordable rate.

They have well furnished General wards, Semi-Private rooms & Air Conditioned Private rooms. Additionally,
they have all other supportive services like 24 hours pharmacy, pathology services, ambulance, round-the-
clock Emergency facilities, and Critical-care services. They have a team of qualified & experienced doctors in
all specialties as General Medicine & General Surgery, Orthopaedic, Obstetrics & Gynaecology, Paediatrics,
Gastroenterology, ENT and Urology.

They not only believe in providing services but we also believe in growing with society. For pride month 2022
we organized a free medical camp for the members of the transgender community. Helping people of the
LGBTQ+ community in developing their personalities was their main priority. They provided them with
services that help them boost their confidence at an affordable rate. 

DR. RASHMI BAPAT 

Amayaha Aesthetics, the ideal aesthetic brand of Dr. Jahnavi Alpesh Upadhyay,
means "near to god" in Hebrew. They provide a wide variety of products and
services to assist individuals in feeling better. Skincare, haircare and weight loss are
their areas of expertise. In addition, they provide a wide range of products in their
portfolio. 

Their main purpose is to meet all of the expectations that an Ayurvedic practitioner
could have. From medicated treatments to ayurvedic products to compliment their
therapies, this company has it all under one roof. The firm manufactures and sells
its own Ayurvedic remedies; nevertheless, services are their area of competence,
and one can rely on them for assured results.

Founder, Amayaha
Aesthetics

 

Doctor 
 Bapat Multispeciality Hospital, Pune

CEO & Founder, RRR Media
Group

Heet has studied chemical engineering and I (Jinal) have worked in the Marketing & Advertising Industry for 8
yrs. We were constantly thinking of how we can use our skills and give something good and useful to the
world. We both were fond of Wine. One fine day we came across the benefits of wine for skin.

That’s where we got this Idea and Panachee was born. In India many people do not know the goodness of wine
and grapes for skin. We were using many skin care and hair care products but most of them were not natural.
We thought about this and then decided why not get the products which are natural and will be loved by all.
Wine is very ancient and used for skin for many years but is not so popular in India. 

Getting the age old remedies in new form for our Gen Z is our main motto. We want to give the best skin care
and hair care solutions with innovations that will be natural and unique. We are all ready for getting many
more such unique ingredients which have been in front of us from years but their benefits are unknown. Our
products are Paraben Free, Sulfate Free, Cruelty Free, Vegan. Trying to spread Love and Happiness through
Panachee.

HEET NAGDA & JINAL NAGDA
 

 
 

Co-founders, Panachee 
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Are your social media efforts falling short of expectations? Now more than ever, social
media is a “pay-to-play” environment requiring all the resources you have: - a cohesive
game plan, 100 percent commitment and a well-defined budget. On top of organic
outreach, getting content in front of your target audience can be challenging without
shelling out advertising money, whether for an ongoing campaign or a once-off sponsored
post.

She wants to help you create lasting impressions through social connections. With experience
spanning from both the agency and brand side of social media marketing, She has managed
highly-engaging content for various industries. At her core, She strive to present clients with
consistent, high-quality work that you can trust to reflect your brand's specific story.

PRIYAL DOMADIA
 

DEVANSHI DOMADIA &
ANJALI BHANUSHALI 

 

 

Having dogs in their family for over 20 years, they understand the deep &
inseparable bond that one develops with these fur animals and the enthusiasm that
is born to create something for them. With utmost love & care, they have perfectly
picked a range of products for dogs.. 

Each of these products is carefully handcrafted while keeping hygiene & quality a
priority. We take pride in making cruelty-free products with international standards.

All styles are designed + made with love. They create bandanas, bowties, collars,
leashes & other handmade pet products for furry friends.

Co-founders,  A-Dog
 

Co-founder and Social Media
Head, Curators Digital

 

Many small businesses struggle with ineffective marketing that doesn’t
connect with their ideal customers. With good years of experience, he
creates brand and marketing strategies that give businesses a better way
of reaching their audience, resulting in meaningful engagements and
increased sales. 

He is a pragmatic individual with a proven track record of challenging and
improving the status quo. He helps brands and businesses to develop, grow and
understand their objectives by breathing them to life into the digital world. HEMIL DOMADIA

Co-founder and Digital Marketing
Head, Curators Digital

 

SOUMALYA KUMAR DE
Founder and CEO, 

Confrenzia

Soumalya De, Founder and CEO of Confrenzia, is a serial
entrepreneur and brand strategist with a career spanning over 10-
plus-year has guided the growth of numerous brands and businesses –
from emerging technology start-ups to global partners like Castrol,
Sportz Interactive, SBI, Apollo Hospital, Daikin, and Hatari to a name
few. His groundbreaking work has been cited in the Hindustan Times,
Times of India, The Seattle Times (U.S), and Gap Year Book (U.K), to
name a couple.
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Vandana is a result-oriented professional with more than a decade of
experience in legal and compliance. She had received multiple awards. Her
academic credentials include Company Secretary by ICSI, an MBA
(Finance) and an LLB, which fosters her competitiveness as a compliance
expert. She had a great experience working with eminent organizations like
NIIT, IQVIA, Dr.Reddy’s, Caspian and currently working with Ryan India.
Also, she is a Guest Lecturer at PVKK Institute of Technology and has
written several articles for ICSI Newsletter and blogs for Caspian. She is
also Certified Corporate Director by IOD.

VANDANA BHATIA

Youngest Author Vedant Parashar, a 'Wunderkind,' by all means, would give
many a professional in their fields a run for their money. The youngest author,
science and robotics aficionado, chess genius, musical marvel, football and
boxing enthusiast, the list of his talents is inexhaustible.

Bedtime is his second book. Bedtime stories is a composition of more than ten
thousand engaging words resulting to twenty two stories and three poems in the
form of best seller children book available on his website vedantparashar.com,
Amazon and flipkart.

VEDANT PARASHAR

Author 
 

Director of Legal, Compliance &
Company Secretary,  Ryan India Tax

Services Pvt. Ltd.

Supporting Partners
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MARK ZUCKERBERG TRIED
BALENCIAGA’S METAVERSE CLOTHING

AND WANTS YOU TO BUY THEM

 
Facebook announced that
Avatars Store is coming
soon. “We’re launching our
Avatars Store on Facebook,
Instagram, and Messenger
so you can buy digital
clothes to style your avatar,”
said CEO Mark Zuckerberg
It’s no secret that metaverse
is a big bet for Meta and its
platforms — Instagram,
Facebook, Messenger.
Although the metaverse isn’t
real as of now, Meta CEO
Mark Zuckerberg and co
have big plans for it. Like its
first Avatar stores.
Zuckerberg, in a post on
Facebook, announced that
Avatars Store is coming
soon. “We’re launching our
Avatars Store on Facebook,
Instagram, and Messenger
so you can buy digital
clothes to style your avatar.”
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Which brands will be available at Avatars
Store? 

Zuckerberg revealed that he tried “some of the
new looks from Balenciaga, Prada, and Thom
Browne – a change of pace from my terrycloth
sweater.” So these brands will certainly be
available at the Avatars Store. Apart from these it
is expected that more brands will join the
metaverse’s Avatars Store.

Eva Chen, VP, fashion partnerships, Meta, made
the announcement through an Instagram Live.
Chen actually showed paper drawings of
Zuckerberg wearing clothes from Balenciaga an-

-d more. When he
saw his avatar
wearing Balenciaga
clothing, the Meta
CEO remarked, “I
think the only
question is am I cool
enough to wear that,”
before chipping in
“I’m not sure if I’m
quite up to that.”
.
Zuckerberg in his
post said that “digital
goods will be an
important way to
express yourself in
the metaverse and a
big driver of the
creative economy.”

While it’s not clear how
much digital clothes from
these brands will cost, a
report by Engadget does
mention the pricing.
According to the report, a
company spokesperson
said that starting prices in
the Avatars Store will
range from $2.99   to $8.99.
Initially, the Avatar Stores
will launch in US, Canada,
Mexico and Thailand next
week and may expand to
other regions later. Will
someone actually pay that
much for a pair of clothes
from the likes of Prada and
Balenciaga to dress up a
digital avatar?
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P R I N C E  H A R R Y  T O

G I V E  S P E E C H  A T

U N I T E D  N A T I O N S  F O R

N E L S O N  M A N D E L A  D A Y

Prince Harry and Meghan

Markle are expected to return

to New York City next week,

where they will make an

appearance at the United

Nations. 

The Duke of Sussex is

scheduled to give a speech at

the UN General Assembly on

18 July, also known as Nelson

Mandela International Day.

Prince Harry’s speech will

reportedly touch on the

effects of climate change and

world hunger.

“The South African Mission has

confirmed the participation of

the Duke and the Duchess at

Monday’s commemoration,” a

UN spokesperson said in a

statement to the Daily Mail.
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Although Prince Harry will be delivering

the speech, Meghan Markle will also be

visiting New York City to support him.

This marks the couple’s first public

appearance since the two kept a low-

profile at the Queen’s platinum jubilee

celebrations last month.

The couple most recently made the trip

from California to New York City in

September 2021, where Prince Harry and

Meghan Markle raised awareness

towards vaccine equity at the Global

Citizen Live concert in Central Park. The

pair also stopped by One World Trade

Center and met with Amina

Mohammed, deputy secretary-general of

the UN.

The Duke and Duchess of Sussex visited

South Africa in 2019 with their son

Archie Harrison on their first official

tour as a family, before they stepped

down from royal duties in 2020. During

their visit, the couple met with Nelson

Mandela’s widow Graça Machel.

Prince Harry’s mother, the late Princess

Diana, famously met the former South

African president in March 1997, just

five months before her death. 

Since 2009, the United Nations has

commemorated Nelson Mandela’s

legacy by celebrating Nelson Mandela

International Day each year on his

birthday, 18 July.
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NETFLIX ADS ARE COMING
AND WILL BE POWERED BY
MICROSOFT TECHNOLOGY

Netflix ads are
coming and will
be powered by

Microsoft
technology

Take a peek into a day 

in the life of budding 

artist Stella Young, 

and how she improves 

her craft

In recent months, Netflix had been rumoured to be adding commercials into its streaming service, and
allowing people to pay less if they are subjected to them. In recent weeks, it confirmed that it is planning to
introduce the change.

Unlike traditional TV services, Netflix has always eschewed ads. But the change of course came as its
revenues started to fall and subscribers left the service.  Now it has confirmed that Microsoft will be
delivering those ads, and providing the technology that allows them to served to customers. 

Both Microsoft and Netflix stressed that the ads would be delivered with a focus on Microsoft’s “approach to
privacy”.  Microsoft said that approach “is built on protecting customers’ information”, and Netflix said the
ads would include “strong privacy protections for our members”. 

The alliance with Microsoft marks a major step towards Netflix‘s first foray into advertising after steadfastly
refusing to include commercials in its video streaming service since its inception 15 years ago. 

Netflix said it would abandon its resistance to adverts three months ago after admitting it lost 200,000
subscribers during the first three months of the year amid stiffer competition and rising inflation that has
pressured household budgets, causing management to realise the time has come for a less expensive option. 
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The service said it will likely report even larger subscriber losses for April-June, increasing the urgency to rollout

a cheaper version of its service backed by ads to help reverse customer erosion.  

That decline has contributed to a 70% decline in its stock price so far this year, wiped out about 190 billion US

dollars (£160.4 billion) in shareholder wealth and triggered hundreds of redundancies.  The California company

is scheduled to release its April-June numbers on July 19, but has still not specified when its ad-supported option

will be available - except to say it will be before 2023. 

Netflix‘s announcement about the Microsoft partnership also left out a key piece of information:  the anticipated

price of the ad-supported option.  “It’s very early days and we have much to work through,” Greg  Peters, Netflix‘s

chief operating  officer, said in a post that also highlighted Microsoft‘s “strong privacy  protections”. 

Landing an advertising deal with a video streaming service boasting more than 220 million subscribers

represents a major coup for Microsoft, which has been engaged in a long-running and often acrimonious battle

for the past 20 years with Google, the dominant force in digital advertising. 

“This deal gives Microsoft something its growing ad business has lacked - quality streaming video inventory 

that has potential to scale,” said Insider Intelligence analyst Ross Benes. 

In a post which also underscored the company’s commitment to privacy, Mikhail Parakhin, Microsoft‘s

 president of web experiences, said the Washington firm is “thrilled” with Netflix‘s choice. 

While Microsoft still makes software powering most of the world’s personal computers, Google

 has become increasingly powerful through its dominant search engine, ubiquitous 

Android software for smartphones and other popular digital services that last 

year generated more than 200 billion dollars (£168.8 billion) in 

advertising  revenue - far more than any other marketing network.

But Google advert sales depend heavily on the

personal information that its mostly free services

collect about their billions of worldwide users, a

form of surveillance that Netflix evidently wants to

avoid to lessen the chances of alienating

subscribers. 

Google also owns YouTube, which already

competes against Netflix for people’s attention and

will soon be an advertising rival too.
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For bitcoin to bottom
here’s what the
market wants to see-
and it could mean a
further 30% drop

An improvement in macroeconomic factors, a particular trading
pattern and a further shakeout of companies and projects could
be the key ingredients required for bitcoin and the broader crypto
market to bottom, industry players told CNBC. 

Bitcoin has plummeted more than 70% from its record high in
November with around $2 trillion wiped off the value of the entire
cryptocurrency market.

For the last few weeks, bitcoin has been trading within a tight
range between $19,000 and $22,000 with no major catalyst to
the upside and traders trying to figure out where the bottom is

Here are some of the factors that could help the crypto market
find a floor. .

Improving macro picture

Bitcoin has been hurt by the
macroeconomic situation of
soaring inflation that has forced
the U.S. Federal Reserve and
other central banks into hiking
interest rates which has hurt risk
assets such as stocks.
Cryptocurrencies have seen
some correlation with U.S. stock
markets and have fallen in
tandem with stocks.

There are also fears of a
recession but an improving
macroeconomic picture could
help the crypto market find the
bottom.

T E C H

“I think if inflation is under
control, the economy is under
control, there is no really
severe recession” then the
market will stabilize, CK Zheng,
co-founder of a cryptocurrency-
focused hedge fund ZX
Squared, told CNBC in an
interview.

U.S. inflation data for June
came in hotter-than-expected
on Wednesday, deepening
fears that the Fed will get more
aggressive in its fight to tame
rising prices. However, there
are some signs it could be
peaking. 

If there are clues that the
economy and inflation are
“getting under control,” that
could help the crypto market
find a bottom, according to
Vijay Ayyar, vice president of
corporate development and
international at crypto
exchange Luno.
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“If we see signs of this this month or even over
the next few months, it would give more
confidence to the market that a bottom is in
across all risk assets including equities and
crypto,” Ayyar said.

Meanwhile, a “softer” Fed and the peaking of U.S.
dollar strength, could help the market find a
bottom, according to James Butterfill, head of
research at CoinShares. Butterfill said a weaker
economic outlook could push the Fed to slow
down its tightening push.

“A turn around in Fed policy and the consequent
peaking of the DXY [dollar index] would also help
define a true floor, we believe this is likely to
happen at the Jackson Hole meeting at the end of
the summer,” Butterfill said, referring to an annual
meeting of central bankers. 

Deleveraging coming to an end?

One of the key features of the latest boom and
bust cycle in crypto has been the amount of
leverage in the system and the contagion that has
caused.

Firstly, there have been lending platforms that
have promised retail investors high yields for
depositing their crypto. One of those companies
is Celsius, which last month was forced to pause
withdrawals as it faces a liquidity issue. That’s
because Celsius lends out this crypto from its
depositors to others willing to pay a high yield and
then pockets the profit. That profit is then
supposed to pay for the yield Celsius offers to its
retail customers. But as prices crashed, that
business model was put to the test.

Another company that highlights the issue with
excess leverage is crypto-focused hedge fund
Three Arrows Capital or 3AC, which was known
for its bullish bets on the industry. 3AC has an
extensive list of counterparties that it is connected
to and has borrowed money from. One of those is
Voyager Digital, which filed for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection after 3AC defaulted on
roughly $670 million from the company. 

A number of other companies including BlockFi 
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And Genesis also reportedly had exposure to
3AC. Three Arrows Capital has itself plunged into
liquidation. “The deleveraging process we don’t
know if it is complete or not. I think it is still in the
process of washing out the weak players,” Zheng
said, adding that when there are no more
surprises with companies collapsing, that could
help the market find a bottom.

CoinShares’s Butterfill said so-called miners,
which use specialized high-power computers to
validate transactions on crypto networks, could
be the next victims of the washout. With crypto
prices under pressure, there will be many mining
operations that are unprofitable. Butterfill notes
there have been some mining start-ups that
raised funding last and ordered equipment that
has either not been delivered or turned on. “A
collapse in one of these mining startups or the
associate lender is likely and would help define a
trough to the crypto market,” Butterfill told CNBC.

Trading pattern 

Luno’s Ayyar explained some of the trading
patterns that might help define a bottom for the
market. He said there could be a “capitulation
candle,” where the price of bitcoin drops even
further and “wipes out the last remaining weak
hands,” before “moving back up strongly.” 

If this happens, that indicates “liquidity has been
captured at lower levels and the market is now
ready to go back up,” Ayyar said. He noted that
this happened in March 2020 when bitcoin fell
more than 30% in a day before steadily climbing
over the subsequent weeks. A second pattern
could be an “accumulation phase” where bitcoin
bottoms and spends a few months trading within
a range before moving higher. 

In both cases, that could see bitcoin drop further
to between $13,000 to $14,000, which would be
a roughly 30% drop from the cryptocurrency’s
price on Wednesday. 

Zheng of ZX Squared said that bitcoin at between
$13,000 and $15,000 is a possibility. But if
institutional investors step in then that could help
to support prices.
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